Glutamate is concentrated in and released from parallel fiber terminals in the dorsal cochlear nucleus: a quantitative immunocytochemical analysis in guinea pig.
The present paper addresses the identity of the neurotransmitter(s) of the parallel fibers in the molecular layer of the dorsal cochlear nucleus, a brainstem center in the pathway for sound perception. The distribution of putative neurotransmitter amino acids was studied by using postembedding single- and double-immunolabeling procedures. Perfusion-fixed brains and immersion-fixed slices from in vitro release experiments were evaluated. Quantitative immunogold analyses revealed that the parallel fiber terminals were significantly enriched with glutamate immunoreactivity compared with other terminals, dendrites, and glial processes. Within the parallel fiber terminals, the gold particles signaling the presence of glutamate were concentrated over vesicle clusters relative to the axoplasmic matrix. Furthermore, the parallel fiber terminals, but not the parent granule cell bodies, could be depleted of glutamate immunoreactivity by exposure to depolarizing concentrations of K+ in vitro. This depletion was partly dependent on Ca2+. In double-labeled preparations, the glutamine:glutamate ratio was by far higher in glial processes than in other types of profile. Aspartate immunoreactivity was mainly concentrated in neuronal cell bodies and dendrites and was very low in fiber terminals, particularly in those of the parallel fibers. These data indicate that parallel fiber terminals contain a glutamate pool that is associated with synaptic vesicles and that can be subject to release. The glial processes that are found in proximity to the terminals may provide them with the glutamine required for glutamate replenishment. No evidence was found for a neurotransmitter role of aspartate in the parallel fibers.